STRIKES AMONG ARTISANS

IS THERE A CLIQUE OF AGITATORS AT WORK?

A CENTRAL ORGANIZATION THAT SUPPORTS
STRIKES—SIDE-HANDS, TAILORS, FURNITURE-MAKERS, AND MANY OTHERS—NEVER \nHAD A CONSCIOUS PLAN. BUT THE STRIKES OF 1877, 1878, AND 1879 SHOWED THAT A \nCentral organization could be formed. It was then that the idea of a Central was put into \npractice. The idea was to organize the strike workers into a Central and to give them \nthe means of carrying out their ends. The idea was that all the workers should be \norganized into a Central and that all the workers should have a voice in the Central.\n
The idea was that the Central should be a democratic organization and that all the \nworkers should have a voice in the Central. The idea was that the Central should be a \ndemocratic organization and that all the workers should have a voice in the Central. The \nidea was that the Central should be a democratic organization and that all the workers \should have a voice in the Central.
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